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Abstract: The Atomic Energy Authority of Egypt has four research centres located at two sites. Its
research reactors are devoted to the production of isotopes, neutron beam experiments, activation
analysis and materials research. The accelerators are devoted to the production of short lived isotopes
for medical applications and materials R&D. Irradiation technology is used for sterilization of medical
supplies and food preservation. High level of expertise in those centres is also useful for other
developmental activities in Egypt.

Introduction

AEA was established some forty years ago, to take the lead in research and development in
the nuclear field in the country. In 1959, a Van de Graff accelerator and a nuclear physics
laboratory were inaugurated. Two years later, the first research reactor (No. 19 in the world at
that time) went critical. An isotopes production laboratory became available late in 1962. AEA
had, always, managed to provide its staff with the best available in training and education.
Advanced facilities and tools were made available for both basic and R&D areas.

Nowadays, AEA employs slightly more than 1000 capable scientists, who work in the
different branches of nuclear sciences and technologies, in the fields of the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy. Their work is supported by almost 700 trained technicians. AEA employ also
more than 2000 employees for administrative and housekeeping works.

AEA's operations are managed through the following Research Centres:

Inshas Site
• The Nuclear Research Centre
• Waste Management and Hot laboratories Centre

Nasr City Site
• National Irradiation Research And Technology Centre,
• National Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection Centre

Domains of Activities of these centres include: Research and Technological Projects,
Nuclear Regulatory and radiation protection, Providing Services to the community, as well as
Regional and International Co-operation.

Domains of Research include:
• Materials
• Engineering
• Physics
• Chemistry
• Life Sciences
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Applications

Nuclear power applications: reactors, fuels, reactor materials, instruments
Isotopes applications: medicine, industry, agriculture, drilling, etc.

Technologies involved

Nuclear iechnologies

Research reactors

• Production of Radioisotopes
• Materials and Fuel Research and Testing
• Neutron Beam Experiments (and other applications)
• Activation Analysis
• Preparation of Special Materials (Silicon Doping for Production of Microchips)

Accelerators
• Short-lived isotopes
• Materials R&D

Irradiation technologies

• Sterilization (medical supplies)
• Improvements of materials properties (plastics, woods, .etc.)
• Food preservation (agricultural crops, meats)

These applications are supported by a score of well equipped laboratories (chemical,
physical), machine shops as well as maintenance services (mechanical, electrical and
electronics)

Financing of NRCs Operations

1. Fixed assets
• Governmental budget

2. Operating costs of facilities
(including addition & replacement of equipment)
• Governmental (contracts with universities and other organizations)
• Services to the Industry
• Sales (Isotopes, simple electronic equipment)

3. Salaries
• Government payroll
• Bonus from contracts

Any reduction made by the government, on the annual allocations, would certainly
affect NRCs' operations. These centres, therefore, should seek other resources, to secure the
continuity of their activities.
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Probable roles for nuclear research centres

• Play the role of the consultant.
• Help to introduce new technologies.
• Development of human resources.
• Upgrading of the local industry.

Consultation services
• Preparation of feasibility studies.
• Preparation of technical specifications in connection with advanced technology projects.
• Engineering design review.
• Preparation of projects engineering documents, including QA, QC, safety, operating

manuals and calibration of equipment.

(Case studies)

Case 1. Manufacturing of stainless steel tanks for the MPR research reactor

• main pool
• auxiliary pool
• decay tank

Designer: INVAP S.E. (the Argentinean vendor of the MPR
Manufacturer. RATOMAG Engineering Co., 10th of Ramadan, Egypt (original activities

metallic kitchen furniture)
Owner. Atomic Energy Authority of Egypt (AEA)
Auditor. AEA's MPR Project Engineers.

Case 2: Materials development: aluminum alloy 6061

Production of special sections (and subsequent heat treatment), to be used
for manufacturing MPR Fuel Elements.

Manufacturer. Aluminum Co. of Egypt.
Consultants: Institute of Metals Research.
Owner. AEA

Auditor. MPR Engineering Group

Case 3: Construction works:

MPR Reactor building

Owner: AEA
Engineering: INVAP (with minor participation of AEA)
Contractor: Kollaly Engineering Co. (Construction of Buildings and Factories)
Auditor: MPR Engineering Staff

FMPP Fuel Plant

Owner: AEA
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Engineering: INVAP
Contractor: Kollaly
Consultant: MPR
Auditor: MPR

The benefits were:

• Qualification of a local contractor for the construction of nuclear facilities.
• Qualification of MPR engineers as consultant, auditor and design reviewer.

Introducing new technologies to the local industry

• Research
• Pilot plants and demonstration facilities
• Transfer of knowledge to the private sector and help it through the process of acquiring

the new technology.

(Case Study)

Transfer of technology for production of heavy water

• The KIMA Fertilizers Co., Egypt wanted to add a unit, to their existing plants in Aswan,
to produce reactor- grade Heavy Water, of 25 tons annual capacity.

• AECL is the Proprietor of the CECE and CIRCE processes which are most suitable for
this case.

• AEA would eventually act as a consultant and/or a mediator
• Scope of AEA Participation: Back-up during contract negotiations.
• Training of KIMA's engineers and operators, as AEA has a CECE Demo Plant, which is

under commissioning now, (20 kg/a capacity)
• Maintenance and services.

Manpower development

Training

• To train and qualify new engineers and technicians for new processes.
• Special classroom courses.
• Field training (NRC's available facilities).

Licensing

For operation and maintenance for personnel and facilities dealing with advanced
technologies (nuclear or irradiation), whether belonging to the government or the private
sector.

Upgrading of national Industry

• Nuclear Technologies need materials of special specifications or services of certain
quality. The local industry might be incapable of satisfying those needs.
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• NRCs could help to qualify the local industry, through training of personnel and
introducing and enforcing QA & QC concepts to the industry programs. This would
certainly lead to quality improvement.

• Tools are training, codes and standards, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear Research Centres are unique specialized institutions. They utilize capital equipment
(research reactors, accelerators, irradiators, as well as sophisticated analytical tools). They are
complementary to Universities and should not be repetition to them. In fact, they are capable
of bridging universities with industry and community. The benefits from the NRCs should be
maximized and their role in developing the community should be appreciated.
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